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ADDING RATIONAL NUMBERS



LESSON 3.2



In Block 1 of this book you reviewed adding fractions and decimals. You only worked with positive numbers



at that time. The set of rational numbers includes positive fractions and decimals along with their opposites. In this lesson, you will learn how to add all rational numbers. There are two common ways a negative fraction is written. The negative sign can be in front of the entire fraction or it can be found in the numerator. The negative may be in the denominator, but that is less common. 



Common forms: −   _14  or __  −1    4



EXAMPLE 1



Find the sum of −  __ 65  + __3 1  .



Solution



Neither fraction is a mixed number so first rewrite the fractions with the least common denominator. The least common denominator is 6. Place the negative sign in the ×2 numerator. 1 −5 _ __      and     =  _2  6 3



×2



6



−5 _ 2 Rewrite the problem with the numerators over the LCD.  __   +      6



6



Use the integer rules to add the numerators and write the sum over the common −5 + 2 __ denominator.  _____      =   −3   6 6 Zero pairs are removed. 



+



=



−3 1 Simplify the fraction and put the negative in front of the sum.  __    = −   _   6



−   __5  +  _1  = −   _1  6
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EXAMPLE 2



The change in the value of Digimaxx stock last week was −3  __4  1 points. This week the change in the stock’s value was −1  __  32 points. Find the total change in value of Digimaxx stock over the last two weeks.



Solution



Find the sum of −3   __41 + (  −1   __32   ). Write each mixed number as an improper fraction as if the negative sign was not there. Write the negative sign in the numerator. −3 _14  = ___   −13       4 The least common denominator is 12. −13 Write equivalent fractions for each fraction  ___     = ___  −39   4 12 with a denominator of 12. −39 +  −20  Add the numerators. Since both numerators  ________   = ___  −59   12 12 are negative, the sum will be negative. Write the sum over the common −59  = −4   __ 11 denominator and simplify. Put the negative  ___ 12  12 sign in front of the mixed number. 



−1  _23  = __   −5    3 −5 __ 20  __    =     3 12



11 The total change in the value of Digimaxx stock was −4   __ 12  points.



Remember to use the integer sum rules when determining the sign of the answer.



M U S R E G S E E T IN RUL



+ + + = + − + − = − + + − = ?
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EXAMPLE 3



Find the value of −3.52 + 14.7.



Solution



Since one decimal is negative and the other is positive, the sum will have the sign of the number with the greater absolute value. In this case, the sum will be positive.  |−3.52|   = 3.52 |14.7| = 14.7 Since the decimals have different signs, subtract the lesser absolute value from the greater absolute value. Line up the decimal points. 14.70  −3.52 11.18 −3.52 + 14.7 = 11.18



EXERCISES Find each sum. Write your answer in simplest form. 1  1 3 7  +  −   __ 1. −    __      2. −   _  + _     3. _  38 +  −   _1 3    10 8 8 10



( 



(  )



)



4. −3   _56 + ( −5   _12   ) 



5. 1  _13  + 4   _12  6. 2   _34 + (  −7   _12   )



1 7. 2   _45 + ( −1  __ 10    ) 



8. −   _18 + _ 34  9. −1  _13 + ( −2   _56   )



10. Emma’s parents applied for a home loan which has an interest rate of 6   _12  %. Emma’s parents have good credit, so the bank is willing to change their interest rate on their loan by −1  _14 %. What will be the interest rate on Emma’s parents home?



7 11. A hedge has grown __  12   foot over the summer. Silas trimmed _  34 foot off the hedge.







a. One of the fractions should be written as a negative number. Which one is it and why? b. Find the sum of the two numbers to determine the total change in the hedge’s height.



12. Jonah went scuba diving. On his first dive he descended 9   _13 feet, paused and then descended an 



additional 12   _56  feet. a. Explain why −9   _13 + (  −12   _56   )represents his total change in depth. b. Find his total change in depth.
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Find each sum. 13. −2.6 + 4.1 14. −0.41 + (−3.5) 15. 7.37 + (−10.8)



16. 10.25 + 6.2 







17. −45.2 + (−9.3) 



18. −0.093 + 0.14



19. 2.07 + (−3.4) 







20. −4 + 2.25 



21. −15.7 + (−3.9)







22. Becky has borrowed money from two friends and she wants to pay off her debts. Her debt to one friend is represented by the number −$14.55. Her debt to her other friend is represented by the number −$8.79. What number represents her total debt?



23. Timothy’s grade increased by 1.65 percentage points after he turned in











a large project last week. He decided to take a break from homework because his grade had gone up. His grade dropped 2.4 percentage points after not doing homework for one week. a. One of the decimals should be written as a negative number. Which one is it and why? b. Find the sum of the two numbers to determine the total change in  Timothy’s grade over the past two weeks.



24. LaSarah started hiking from 32.4 meters below sea level. She climbed 61.5 meters in elevation during the hike. What number represents the highest elevation she reached?



REVIEW Order each set of integers from least to greatest.



25. −2, −8, −6, −5 



26. 1, −4, −2, 6, 0 



27. −8, −7, −1, −9, −4



Write each power in expanded form. Find each value.



28. 2⁴ 



29. (−4)³ 



30. ( _  15   )²



Copy and complete each statement using  or =.



31. (−3)²



−3²







32. −5²



−6² 











33. ( _  12   )²



( _ 13   )²
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